
“Knowledge is power. Information is liberating. Education is the premise of progress, in 
every society, in every family” Kofi Annan

SPWT Year 7 Knowledge Organisers: Autumn

Name: 
Form: 

Knowledge organisers are brought to school every day, in their plastic folder.

What is a knowledge organiser?

A knowledge organiser specifies, in meticulous detail, the exact facts, dates, events, characters, concepts and precise 

definitions that you are expected to master in your long-term memory. 

Why do we use knowledge organisers?

Knowledge organisers support you to build knowledge for long-term learning. 
They also support you to learn to study independently. 



Start a new page. Write the date and HW in the 
margin and underline. Write the title at the top of 
the page (Knowledge Organiser *Topic*). 

Draw a line down the middle of the page using a 
ruler (measure accurately where the middle is). 

COVER the right-hand side of the table in a 

section of the Knowledge Organiser.

WRITE down the word/ question on the left, 

followed by your answer. 

CHECK your answers by uncovering and 

reading the right-hand side

CORRECT any answers that are incorrect 

using a green pen

How do I use my knowledge organiser?
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Key Words: Definition 

Computer 
system

A basic, complete and functional computer, 
including all the hardware and software required 
to make it functional for a user

Hardware The physical parts of a computer (e.g.: keyboard, 
mouse, CPU, printer)

Software The programs that run on the computer (e.g.: 
Windows, MS Word, McAfee)

Processor/CP
U

Performs any calculation and processes 
instructions given to it

Storage device A storage device is a piece of computer equipment 
which can be used to store data

Peripheral 
device 

Any input/output devices that are connected to a 
computer (example: keyboard, printer)

Input device An input device is any piece of 
computer hardware used to provide data to a 
computer system (e.g. keyboard, scanner)

Output device An output device is any piece of computer 
hardware used to communicate the results of data 
that has been processed (e.g. monitor)

Google Slides Tips for creating a presentation:

Font   Use a consistent font style and 

Background
Use a contrasting background colour so it is easy to 
read the text.

Image
Use relevant high quality images & check for 
copyright.

Animation You can add moving text/images to emphasise 

Transition        
The movement from one slide to the other should 
be consistent.

Layout Keep the layout simple and consistent.

Audience
Who will read your presentation? What is their age 
group? Use suitable language and style. 

Purpose
Be clear about the purpose of your presentation 
and the information you want to convey.

Audio/ video
You may want to add sound or video files to 
illustrate.

Input 
Devices

Output 
Devices

Storage 
Devices

Computer Science: Computer Systems Storage capacity of a device: it 
measured in bytes. Remember the 
following units:

kilobyte (KB) 1,024 bytes.

megabyte (MB) 1,024 KB.

gigabyte (GB) 1,024 MB.

terabyte (TB) 1,024 GB.

Processor/CPU: CPU clock speed is measured in 
Hertz, the higher the value, the faster the 
processor is.:Larger measures include:

I KHz (KB) 1,024 Hz.

Megahertz  (MHz) 1,024 KHz.

Gigahertz (GHz) 1,024 MHz.



Computer Science



DT: Year 7 Food
The senses

In order to evaluate food and make it better we often talk about it in terms of 
the senses: sight, touch, taste and smell.

aroma

texture

appearance

taste

aromatic, floral,
musty, acrid, citrus,
perfumed, fragrant,
strong, spicy, sweet,
buttery, rotten

Bitter, warm, zesty, 
hot, tangy, sharp, 
rich, salty, bland, 
acidic, weak, spicy, 
strong, sweet, cool

Round, square, 
bright, dull, plain, 
colourful, 
stacked, cubed, 
small, large, stringy, interesting, 
shapes, variety, boring, size

Brittle, rubbery, short, 
gritty, clammy, stodgy, 
tender, waxy, soft, hard, 
crumbly, crispy, 
chewy, smooth, 
mushy, sticky, dry, 
fluffy, firm, moist

Safe cutting techniques

The 
Bridge

The 
Claw

Food Groups What do they do? Where do we find them?

Protein Help build, repair and maintain our 

muscles, organs and body tissue

Meat, beans, eggs, lentils, fish

Dairy Helps maintain healthy bones and teeth Milk, yoghurt, cream, cheese

Carbohydrates Gives us energy Potatoes, pasta, breads, rice, 

cereal

Vitamins & minerals Helps us to grow maintain a healthy body Fruit, vegetables

Fats & sugars Used for energy, insulation and to protect 

the vital organs

Cakes, biscuits, sweets, oil, 



DT: Year 7 Product Design



DT: Year 7 Graphics: Technical Drawing

All the vertical lines are 
drawn vertically but all 
horizontal lines are 
drawn at 30 degrees 
(diagonally) to the base 
line. 

Three vertical lines and  three 
horizontal lines meet at 90 
degrees. All horizontal 
diagonally are parallel in the 
same direction.

All vertical lines are 
parallel. The horizontal 
are diagonally and get 
closer together to give 
the appearances of 
distant. 

What is one point perspective?

One point perspective is a way of making an object look 3D.The object is seen from the front. The object gets smaller the further away from you it gets.

What is two point perspective?

Two point perspective helps make an object look 3D but it’s seen from the corner or at an angle.
What is isometric projection

Isometric drawing is a 3D drawing but it doesn’t show perspective. All vertical lines are 
vertical but all horizontal lines are drawn at 30°.

Horizon line

Leading edge

Orthogonal line

Vanishing points

Perspective The way in which you see something

Parallel Line that are always the same distance apart and never meet

Vertical Lines going up and down

Horizontal Lines going across

Three Dimensional having or appearing to have 3 dimensions: length, breadth, and depth.

Vanishing Points a point at which all orthogonal lines in perspective drawing meet

Leading edge the forward part of something 

Horizon line Your eye level - the line where the earth or sea seems to meet the sky. 

Orthogonal line The diagonal lines used in perspective drawing to meet the vanishing 

point









Year 7 - Knowledge Organiser – The Bone Sparrow

PLOT Zana Fraillon

Nine-year-old Subhi is a refugee (a member of the Rohingya people of Myanmar) who was born in an Australian 
detention centre. This prison-like refugee camp is the only home Subhi has ever known and he dreams of his absent 
father one day arriving at the detention centre to rescue his family. With his vivid imagination, Subhi uses stories to 
lessen his suffering and that of his mother and sister, Queeny. One night, at the fence that separates the refugee 
camp from the surrounding town, Subhi meets Jimmie, a young Australian girl, and the two of them strike up an 
unlikely friendship that changes both their lives forever. But on his side of the fence, can Subhi survive the brutal and 
violent reality of life inside the detention centre? Will the better life Subhi dreams of ever arrive or will he be forever 
scarred by the violent and harrowing scenes that he witnesses? 

This novel reminds us all of the importance of freedom, hope, and the power of a story to speak for anyone who's 
ever struggled to find a safe home. 

Zana Fraillon was born in Melbourne, but spent her early 
childhood in San Francisco. She has written two picture 
books for young children, a series for middle readers, 
and a novel for older readers based on research and 
accounts of survivors of the Forgotten Generation. She 
spent a year in China teaching English and now lives in 
Melbourne with her three sons, husband and two dogs.

The Australian author has written an important 
afterword. She says she was inspired by stories of real-
life refugees in Australia and her horror at the way 
asylum seekers are treated worldwide. 

MAIN CHARACTERS CONTEXT

Subhi: The main character born in a detention centre. It is all he has known. He has a great imagination and is a strong reader. He 
enjoys drawing and writing, and listening to the precious family stories told by his mother. He is thoughtful, hopeful and kind.

Queeny: Subhi’s older sister. She has taught Subhi to read, and use his imagination. She does her best to protect Subhi but loses 
hope that there will be a future outside of the detention centre. 

Eli: Subhi’s best friend. He is the only person from his family at the detention centre. He was the sole survivor from one refugee
boat. He is resourceful, generous, and always has a Plan B. 

Maa: Subhi and Queeny’s mother, Maa, used to be energetic and teach her children about their heritage. The extended time in 
detention has lead to a deterioration in her health. She spends much of her time in bed.

Ba: father of Queeny and Subhi. Subhi has not met him but has been told stories of him by his Maa and Queeny.

Jimmie: An outsider, from a township near the detention centre, Jimmie meets Subhi through the fence of the centre. Like Subhi, 
Jimmie loves stories, however, she can’t read. She is generous and wants the world to be a kinder place.

Harvey: He is a jacket, a guard, at the detention centre. He is kind towards Subhi and gives him gifts. 

Beaver: Another ‘jacket’ he is cruel and callous. 

Since August 2017, an estimated 745,000 people have 
crossed the border from Myanmar into Bangladesh after 
violence erupted in Rakhine State. 

The rapid movement and huge influx of people across 
the border put massive strain on existing refugee camps 
and settlements, and on the host communities who are 
supporting the new arrivals. 

The Rohingya are a mainly Muslim ethnic minority group 
consisting of an estimated 1.1 million people in 
Myanmar. Around 90–95% of the Rohingya live in 
northern Rakhine.



Figurative Language Sentence Structures Sentence Types Word Classes Analytical Terms

Imagery: Visually 
descriptive language

Simile: An image 
created by 
comparing two 
things using ‘like’ or 
‘as’ e.g. ‘Your eyes 
are like stars.’

Metaphor: An image 
created comparing 
two things, e.g. ‘Your 
eyes are stars.’

Personification: Any 
object given human 
qualities, e.g. ‘The 
flowers stood to 
attention.’

Complex sentence: A 
main clause and a 
subordinate clause to 
add meaning, e.g. 
‘Despite two 
warnings, you are still 
talking.’

Compound sentence: 
Two or more main 
clauses joined by 
conjunctions, e.g. ‘The 
sky is cloudy and it is 
raining.’

Main clause: A clause 
that can form a 
complete sentence 
alone

Subordinate clause: A 
clause that is 
dependent on the 
main clause for 
meaning

Conjunction: A word 
connecting two 
clauses
Simple sentence: One 
clause, e.g. ‘The sky is 
cloudy.’

Declarative sentence: 
A sentence that makes 
a statement, e.g. ‘I’m 
hungry.’

Interrogative sentence: 
A sentence that asks a 
question, e.g. ‘Are you 
hungry?’

Imperative sentence: A 
sentence starting with 
a verb that commands 
the reader to do 
something, e.g. ‘eat 
something now’

Exclamative sentence: 
An exclamation, e.g. 
‘That’s amazing!’

Noun: Names of people, places 
or things

Adjective: A word that 
describes a noun or pronoun

Verb: A word that describes an 
action or a state of being

Adverb: A word that describes 
how, when, where or to what 
extent something is done.

Comparative adjective: An 
adjective that shows the 
difference between two nouns, 
e.g. ‘bigger’, ‘kinder’

Superlative adjective: An 
adjective that shows the noun 
has the most or least of 
something. E.g. ‘biggest’, ‘best’, 
‘kindest’

Concrete noun: A noun you can 
see or touch, e.g. ‘table’, ‘cloud’

Abstract noun: A noun used for 
an idea or emotion, e.g. ‘truth’, 
‘danger’, ‘happiness’

Monologue: A speech in which a character tells us their feelings

Tension: A build up of emotional intensity anticipating an event

Empathy: Understanding another person’s emotions or feelings

Inner voice: The thoughts or feelings inside a person’s head

Refugee: A person who has been forced to leave their country in order to escape 
war, persecution, or natural disaster

Stateless: Having no official nationality

Implication/imply: What ideas are suggested

Inference/infer: What we can guess from the evidence in front of us

Annotate: To highlight and explain ideas around an image or text

Character: A person in a novel, play or film

Plot: The main events in a text

Connotation: The implicit or associated meaning of a word or image

Theme: A key idea across the text

Enigma codes: Questions created by the text

Parallel narrative: Another plot that runs alongside the main story

Genre: The style or category of a text, e.g. horror

First person narrative: A story told from the perspective of a character

Structure: The way a text is constructed (put together)



French: La rentrée
A. VERBS

G. CULTURE CORNER!

French is spoken by over 200 million people across the world and is 
the official language in 29 countries, including parts of Africa and 
the Caribbean.

BD- or bandes dessinées (comic books) are very popular in France. 
Two of the most famous series are Tintin and Astérix.



French: 
La rentrée

VOCABULARY



Church with 
a tower

Church with 
a steeple

Telephone 
box

Caravan site

Picnic site

Campsite

Bus station

Railway 
station

Viewpoint

A road

Deciduous 
forest

Coniferous 
forest

OS map The name of the 
detailed maps we use 
in Geography

OS map 
symbol

A symbol used to 
show where 
something is on the 
map

4 figure grid 
reference

4 numbers given to 
show the location of 
an object

6 figure grid 
reference

6 numbers given to 
show the location of 
an object

Grid line The line to show 
where a grid square is

Scale Distance on a map is 
represented

Distance How far one object is 
from another. Usually 
shown in kilometres

Height How many metres 
above sea level 
something is. Usually 
shown by contour 
lines

Geography: Geographical 
mapskills

Key map symbols

Key skill How you do it

Measuring 
distances

Measure the distance using a ruler or 
string. Compare length to the scale.

Measuring height Look for the contour line – find number 
to show how many metres above sea 
level

Compass directions Using a compass, decide whether the 
direction is N,E,S or W

Lines of latitude and longitude

Key words

4 figure grid references

6 figure grid references

Latitude Lines of latitude measure north-south position 
between the poles. 

The equator is defined as 0 degrees, the North 
Pole is 90 degrees north, and the South Pole is 90 
degrees south.

The five major parallels of latitudes from north to 
south are called: Arctic Circle, Tropic of Cancer, 
Equator, Tropic of Capricorn, and the Antarctic 
Circle

Longitude Longitude is the measurement east or west of the 
prime meridian. Longitude is measured by 
imaginary lines that run around the Earth 
vertically (up and down) and meet at the North 
and South Poles.

Steps Instructions

1 Find the 4 figure grid reference.
12, 45

2 BUT leave a space after the first and 
second numbers.
12  ___, 45_____

3 Draw an arrow above each one so 
you don’t make a mistake!
12 ____,  45_____

4 Now focus on the correct square, 
split it into smaller squares and add 
another number.

5 Write the number where the 
numbers are.12 3, 45 6

Steps Instructions

1 Find the square that you want to 
know the grid reference for.

2 Draw an L shape around this square.

3 Now follow the lines down and 
across until you get to the number.

4 Write your number with the bottom 
number first and the side number 
next e.g. 12,23

Key skills in Geography



Geography:

UK - Urban vs. Rural



History 





Musical term Definition

Ostinato A short repeated pattern of notes or sounds

Polyrhythm Multiple rhythms playing simultaneously

Afrobeat Fusion music genre of West African Music and Western Jazz 
and RnB

Call and response Musical technique with a musical phrase being ‘answered’ in 
another part

Syncopation Music played off beat

Pulse The continued beat in a piece of music

Tempo The speed of the pulse
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Y7 Particle Model 

The particle model

Materials Materials are made out of tiny objects called 
particles.

Substance Is made of one type of particle only.

Particle model A way of thinking about how substances behave 
in terms of small, moving particles.

The properties of a 
substance

Depends on three factors:
1. What its particles are like
2. How its particles are arranged

3. How its particles move around

Density The density of a substance is how much matter 
there is in a certain volume, or how heavy it is for 
its size.

Freezing When a substance changes from a liquid to a 
solid state.

Melting When a substance changes from a solid to a 
liquid state

Melting point The temperature at which a substance melts.  
Below its melting point a substance is in the solid 
state.  Above its melting point a substance is in 
the liquid or gas state.

Boiling When a substance changes from  a liquid to a 
gas state

Boiling point The temperature at which a substance boils.  
Below its boiling point a substance is in the liquid 
state.  Above its boiling point a substance is in the 
gas state.

The particle model

Evaporation The change of state from liquid to gas that 
occurs when particles leave the surface of the 
liquid only.  It can happen at any temperature.  
Evaporation can be used to separate a solid 
dissolved in a liquid.

Condensation The change of state from gas to liquid.  It can 

happen at any temperature below the boiling 
point.

Sublimation The change of state from solid directly to gas.



Y7 Particle Model 

States of Matter and their properties

Solid Fixed shape, cannot flow, cannot be compressed 
(squashed).

The particles can vibrate in a fixed position but cannot 
move past each other.  Particles are close together.

Liquid Takes the shape of the bottom of its container, can flow, 
cannot be compressed (squashed).

Particles are close together but are able to move past 
each other.

Gas Takes the shape of the whole container, flows and can 
be compressed (squashed).

Particles can move very quickly in all directions, are far 
apart and have space to move into.

Diffusion

Is the movement of particles from an area of high concentration to an area of low 
concentration.  Three factors affecting the speed of diffusion are:

Temperature At higher temperatures diffusion happens more quickly because 
particles are moving faster.

Particle size Big heavy particles diffuse more slowly than small, light ones.

The state of diffusing 
substance

Diffusion happens quickly in gases and slower in liquids.  Diffusion 
does not occur in solids as the particles cannot move.

Gas pressure

The force exerted per unit area on the walls of a container.  It is caused by collisions of 
particles with the walls. Two factors affecting the gas pressure are:

Number of particles Adding more particles causes more frequent collisions with the 
walls.  The pressure inside the container increases.

Temperature The higher the temperature the higher the air pressure.  The lower 
the temperature the lower the air pressure.

Working Scientifically

Resolution The smallest change a measuring instrument can detect.

Accuracy How close the measured value is to the true value.



Y7 Cells

Plant and animal cells

1.Cytoplasm ‘Jelly-like’ substance where chemical 
reaction takes place

2.Cell membrane A barrier around the cell which controls what 
comes in and out of the cell

3.Nucleus Contains genetic information and controls 
what happens inside the cell

4.Mitochondria Where respiration takes place. 

5.Cell wall This strengthens the cell and provides 
support, made from cellulose.

6.Vacuole Contains a watery liquid called cell sap, 
which keeps the cell firm

7.Chloroplast Contains a green substance called 

chlorophyll which traps energy from the sun 
for photosynthesis.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Specialised cells: Found in multicellular organisms where they have a particular function.

1.Red 
blood cell

To carry oxygen • Disc shape increasing surface

• Contains haemoglobin which 
joins with oxygen

• Contains no nucleus

2.Nerve 
cell

To carry nerve impulses to 
different part of the body

• Long and thin
• Connects at each end

• Can carry electrical signals

3.Sperm 
cell

Carry male genetic 
material. To reach female 
sex cell and fuse with it.

• Long tail for swimming

• Streamline head for getting into 
the female sex cell

4.Root hair 
cell

To absorb water and 
minerals

• Large surface area

5.Leaf cell To absorb sunlight for 
photosynthesis

• Large surface area

• Lots of chloroplasts

Unicellular Organism: Made of a single cell.   

1.Amoeba Cell that has no fixed 
shape

2.Euglena Microscopic cell that has 
a flagellum to move

3.Flagellum Tail like structure that 
helps the cell to move

1

2

3



Y7 Cells

Microscope

1.Stage Area where a specimen is placed

2.Clamps Holds the specimen in place while it is being 
viewed 

3.Light Source Illuminates the specimen

4.Objective Lens Magnifies the image of the specimen

5.Eyepiece lens Magnifies the image of the specimen

6.Coarse/fine focus Used to focus the specimen so it can be seen 

clearly

7.Revolving nose 
piece

Holds two or more objective lens

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Magnification
Total magnification   =    Eyepiece lens magnification   x   Objective lens magnification

Using a microscope

1. Plug in the microscope and turn on the power
2. Move the stage to its lowest position
3. Place the object you want to observe onto the stage and clamp it in place
4. Select the objective lens with the lowest magnification
5. Look through the eyepiece and turn the coarse focus knob slowly until you see the object
6. Adjust the fine focus until the specimen becomes clear

7. Repeat steps 1-6 using an objective lens with a higher magnification to see the object in greater detail 



Y7 Cells

Levels of Organisation

Cells Building blocks of life

Tissue Group of similar cells working together to perform 
a function

Organ Group of tissues working together to perform a 
function

Organ system Group of organs working together to perform a 
function

Circulatory system Transports substances around the body in the 
blood

Respiratory system Takes in oxygen and  removes carbon dioxide 
from the blood

Reproductive system Produces sperm and egg cells for the production 

of new organisms, also where the foetus develops

Digestive system Breaks downs and then absorbs food molecules

Muscular system Supports the body and causes movement by 
muscles and bones working together

Immune system Protects the body against infections

Movement of substances

Substances 
moving into the 
cell

Glucose and Oxygen

Substances 
moving out of the 
cell

Carbon dioxide and water

Diffusion Diffusion is the movement of particles from a place where 
they are in an area of high concentration to a place where 
they are in a low concentration.



Y7 Speed and Gravity

Introduction into forces

Newton The unit of force (N).

Newton Meter A piece of equipment that can be used to 
measure the size of the force

Gravity The pulling force of the Earth on objects

Force A push or a pull.  It always comes in pairs called 
interaction pairs.

Force field A field is a special region where something, like a 

mass, experiences a non-contact force. There are 
magnetic force fields and electrostatic force fields. 

Friction When two objects rub against each other

Air Resistance When an object rubs against air particles

Weight The force an object exerts on the ground due to 
gravity

Thrust The force that drives an object forward

Contact Force A force caused by the contact between two 
objects

Non contact A force between two bodies that are not in 
contact e.g. gravity

Resultant Force It is a single force that can replace all the forces 
acting on a n object and have the same effect

Balanced forces

When the forces acting on an object are the same size but in opposite direction, we say: 
1. The resultant force is zero
2. The forces are balanced
3. The object s in equilibrium
4. The object will be stationary if it is not moving
5. The object will move at a constant speed if it is moving

Unbalanced forces

When the forces acting on an object are not the same size, we say:
1. The resultant force is not zero
2. The forces are unbalanced
3. If the object is stationary it will move in the direction of the resultant force

4. If the object is moving, the object will speed up or slow down in the direction of the 
resultant force.



Y7 Speed and Gravity

Speed

Speed Is a measure of how far something travels in a 
particular time.  It is measured in metres per 
second (m/s)

Average speed The total distance travelled divided by the total 
time taken

Relative motion The motion of an object with regard to another 
moving object

Distance-time graph Graph that describes the motion of an object.  It 
shows the distance that something travels over a 
certain time.

Acceleration The increase in speed

Stationary Object not moving

Calculating speed

Speed (m/s) =  Distance travelled (m)
Time taken (s)

Interpreting Distance-time graphs

1. Constant speed A straight diagonal line shows that the object is 
travelling at a steady/constant speed.  The 
steepness of the line tells you how fast or slow the 
object is moving at a constant speed.

2. Stationary A straight horizontal line shows that the object is 
not moving. It is stationary.

3. Acceleration A curved line shows that the object is 
accelerating

2

1

3

Calculating weight

Weight (N) =  Mass (kg) x gravitational field strength (N/kg)

Interpreting Distance-time graphs

Gravitational 
force 

or gravity is a non-contact force.  It depends on:
1. The mass of each object
2. How far apart the objects are

If the mass is larger the force is larger.  If the distance is larger the 
force is smaller.

Weight It is a force. Measured in Newtons (N).

Mass The amount of ‘stuff’ something is made up of.

Gravitational field 
strength

This is the force that acts on 1kg in the Earth’s gravitational field.  It is 
about 10N/kg.



Y7 Becoming a Scientist

Analysing patterns in data

Line of best fit A straight or a curved line drawn to show the pattern of 
data points that travel through or very close to as many 
of the points plotted as possible

Linear relationship When two variables are graphed and show a straight 
line that goes through the origin, and they can be 
called directly proportional.

Conclusion What you write down to say what you have found out 
during an investigation

Evaluating data and method

Evaluate To discuss the quality of data collected during an 
investigation and suggest improvements to the 
method.

Experimental error Variations in measurements, owing to the method, 

measurement techniques, or the instrument

Random error Occurs when the same quantity is measured and 
inconsistent values obtained

Systematic error Arises from an inaccuracy in the system and gives rise 
to errors of the same value.



Spanish: Mi vida

Personal 

Pronouns

Irregular verbs Regular verbs

Ser – to be Tener – to have Hablar – to speak Vivir – to live

(I): Yo Soy: I am Tengo: I have Hablo: I speak Vivo: I live

(you): Tú Eres tienes Hablas Vives

(he/she: él/ella) Es tiene Habla Vive

(we:nosotros) somos Tenemos Hablamos Vivimos

(you all:vosotros) sois tenéis Habláis Vivís

(they: ellos/ellas) son Tienen hablan Viven 

A. Verbs

What is a feminine or 

masculine word?

In Spanish all nouns are either masculine 

or feminine

How do you recognise them? Usually, masculine nouns end with “o” 

and feminine nouns end with “a”

Feminine and Masculine

adjectives

Feminine adjectives will generally  end 

with –a and masculine with -o

listo lista

inteligente inteligente

B. Masculine and Feminine

What is an infinitive? It’s the dictionary form of the verb meaning ‘to do’ or ‘doing’. There 

are three types:

How do they end? Ar, er and ir

How do you conjugate a verb?

I study (to study)

I live (to live)

I eat (to eat)

Take off the last two letters from the infinitive (-ar, -er, -ir) and 

adding the correct ending to indicate who’s doing the action.

Yo estudio (estudiar)

Yo vivo (vivir)

Yo como (comer)

What’s an irregular verb? It’s a verb that doesn’t follow the conjugation pattern of regular 

verbs. E.g: ser and tener

C. Verb conjugation 

What is an indefinite article? In English, the indefinite article is “a”  or some

A

Some 

Masculine noun “un”

Feminine noun “una”

Masculine noun “unos”

Feminine noun “unas”

A brother Un hermano

A sister Una hermana

What is a definite article? In English the definite article is “the”

The (singular)

The (plural)

Maculine: el

Feminine: la

Maculine: los

Feminine: los

The brother/sister/animals El hermano, la hermana, los animales

D. The indefinite article and definite article

Me gusta I like

Me encanta I love

No me gusta I don’t like

Odio I hate

E. Opinions

How do we make a sentence 

negative?

By putting no before the verb

Tengo once años No tengo once años 

How do you say… 

very….?

Quite … 

A little bit ……

Muy….

Bastante….

Un poco….

F. Complex structures: 

G. CULTURE CORNER:

Spanish is a language that’s on the 

rise. It’s spoken by over 400 

million people in many diverse 

areas of the world!

https://www.fluentu.com/spanish/blog/why-learn-spanish/
https://www.fluentu.com/spanish/blog/best-places-to-learn-spanish/


F. VOCABSpanish: Mi vida


